


Good morning to this great Creation. It is with the utmost joy that I announce a big 
elevation in my path here as a worker of Light.


I have been gifted an awareness that will help me embody what it means to be a Man.


Anger over the system.


It perpetuates and infiltrates. It creates Separation. It creates Anxiety. It creates Denial 
and perpetuates all of these characteristics as identity hubs from which we begin to 
Create, again and again and again, or rather… Destroy.


And thus, Anger’s recipe, is to agitate in this destruction.


I am reminded that my father used to say to me before going on the ice for a hockey 
game, you’re not Jon Martin, you’re Jon Martin the hockey player, essentially go be 
your agitating self.


What is Agitation?


It is when something is not going the way you want it to. In Reality, the longer we hold 
onto this belief that Life is not working, it increases until it becomes blatantly obvious 
that something needs to be done about it.


Most people succumb to using their Agitation against Others, because it is so easy to 
project our deepest set feelings on to others and make them the problem.


This is super super important if you want to move past the Anger.


The Anger is presenting itself for a reason. It is a reason. It is a part of the Creation 
story, the story of the Becoming of the True Self. The Great Work as many Ancient 
traditions have taught and walked.  The magnificent rendition of what it means to be 
Human, in its empathy and compassion, Truth and discernment, the Power to stand in 
the face of the storm, and show a Light to help Others eventually in the making.


Yes, All of its ingredients are important, as is the ingredient of Anger.


I Know Anger. Hahahahahahahaha.


I Know it, and you might too. This is not an I know more than you know, but how much 
are we willing to admit that we do not know?




That is an Angering thought, the notion that I do not have the information to make 
necessary decisions, and thus I relinquish the Power over to an Authority that makes 
ill-equipped decisions on my behalf, what is wrong with that scenario?


When 30-50% of the population votes in the elected officials that routinely are exposed 
and involved in corruption, who then make decisions on our behalf to perpetuate this 
villainy, we have to say when is Enough Enough?


I am here with the magical portion of this remedy, and part of that potion remedy lies 
within Anger.


It lies within the framework of something potentially being done onto Us, against Us, 
and in that framework we become victimized in the pursuit of another’s gain, and of 
course, our owned demise.


That is one story. That story can have an end. All stories do. That is Creation. There is a 
beginning, of course. There is an End. And the Path or the bridge is what I am very 
fascinated by. Because when it can be a bringing together of those two sides, between 
what sets us out on course, anchored in to the Past, and what calls us forth, essentially 
pulling us from our place of anchor.


This Creates tension. This tension is a bridge amongst many Other bridges leading 
somewhere…


Where?

 
That is my inquiry. This bridge. 


For I know where I am going, because I have glimpsed its Potential. I have pondered its 
existence, and thus I know its Truth.


For it is something that resonates so deeply in my Heart, that another Truth has not yet 
come to over-shadow its significance.  It has delved into shadow to see the remains of 
a Heart connection, looking for rehabilitation, and in its demise, retribution.

 
I have come to remind that we All have special gifts that were destroyed, or at least 
attempted to be destroyed, at one point in our ancestral history or another. 


That is Truth and that is why we have also destroyed, and perhaps not in as aggressive 
as form as once was given permission, or that we were once taught about, but similar 
in flavour, still shedding its skin from anchors to the past left unprocessed, confused 
and uncared for, and unattended with that which needs most tending, the Heart.


We are All from the same Grand Story, living different physical manifestations, different 
phases of the story, coming together to make the story what It Is. However, in varying 



perspectives and intensities of those perspectives, as an illusion, it appears as if we are 
Separate and disconnected. In randomness they would say.


Randomness implies that no thing is connected.


And thus no thing can relate to any other thing and learn of its Self, and thus we are 
Separated from the Creator of this entirety. A power-less stance that looks to grab 
power from Others, where everyone loses.


When my partner or child has the same thought, I am to disregard that as complete 
happenstance? I once did. But can no longer.


You see, as we move into the Reality of One, of this experience being inclusive of the 
entirety, All, I start to see that this happenstance is more occurrent than I ever realized 
it was. 


And in this realization, it paves way for Other realizations to emerge, it increases, and 
increases, and increases, and likely the mind will start to think about outcome, and 
endgame, and finality, and when will this end?


This question is the bridge, as is this reading, as is the Anger, as is ANYTHING….

 
It is often portrayed as a destructive force this Anger, and it is, when it is freed from 
anchored identities. When it essentially can be. When it is Ready, for You, and You for 
it, for there is no Separation.


You see, Anger is one of the primordial forces of this Creation, something that 
happened, and although it has Created enormous, enormous, enormous destruction 
and angst, and addiction, and violence, and although it has stemmed and will further 
stem into perpetuity a sense of Regret, it knows that it can be no Other way, and thus it 
will never be the same. Thus it can accept this. 


What is this?


What Is. This, the grandiose Creation, can you not see? Those words uttered to me 
many mornings in my ignorance of that which I was even communing with. Yes, the 
thing I wrote about I denied… Hahaha. Great paradox.


For it is Perfect, or it is not. And it is in choice, to see Perfection, that One is to embody 
and embark on a Path of its realization.


This is totally possible. And if in randomness I lived, how it could it be, that I feel every 
part of my awareness becoming more and more connected in interpretation, meaning, 
evolution, science, prediction, accountability, and the mirror image that I see in the 
experiences I am Ready for.




Readiness. 


What is Ready? 

That which is, right Now. That is ready. What you feel right now? What you’re seeing 
right Now, and I’m not just talking about this video, or the next, but engrained in every 
fashion and piece of fabric in your quilted-Life.


What you just noticed prior to reading this philosophy, and perhaps the reason why you 
thought it necessary to do it…


Why wouldn’t it be?


If we know this highly discerning, Truth-telling, productive agent of Regenerative 
change is possible, one that values the Environment as much as the Science, that 
values the Authority as much as its Sovereignty, it is possible we may be looking in the 
wrong place, guided by something that knows not the direction we now choose to 
head? 

 
Or is it possible for All things to remember? This heart connection I speak. The Self-
empowerment that emanates and pours out into your mission here on Planet Earth, 
Home.


I am here to remind You, that at some point, in some capacity, we are One, and until we 
are that, we are not, just glimpses, which are important in their accumulation, but how 
long can we maintain the silenced status-quo, before the external world tells us 
assertively what we are choosing to hold onto. 


What Is = Truth.


Yes, pie in the Sky, I’ve heard that Guy!


Rhyme you may, in your riddle that is your Life, but here is another to add to your 
repertoire:


How could it be that so few embark into a realm of knowledge, where we can see 
clearly together All at once, into the bravery required, into the settlement that is 
inevitable, in one form or another, in the GREAT CHOICE that emerges in this…


Why do so few see, something that I choose not to be Right, but that has validated it 
Self over and over again, not corrupted in misleading assumptions, but strengthened in 
the awareness of these assumptions.


Yes, I see this moment, in its tumultuous Nature as a grand and Epic journey into 
something.


This is not fairy tale. It took work as you know.




The secret:


The choice is in the reaction, to take with it the lessons and learnings, to see it as 
growth, to recognize its potential when its mis-directed power is converted into real 
Power that allows Us to navigate in the direction that is most appropriate.


Seriously! Creator is waiting for you to dialogue with it, around what you are learning 
here. If you are not, how is it able to know you are ready for the next lessons?


The Trees as well are great guides for you to vent and communicate your plans, hopes, 
desires, frustrations and monstrosities that are showing up. 


They are all glorious by the way…


If you don’t commune with your Ancestors, Initiatory Spirit Guides, Creator, Earth, 
Elements perhaps it might be a good time to get out a paper and pen, or a keyboard 
and pretend for once.


Yes, just pretend if that is what you need in order to survey the brilliance that can 
connect this Day to those words. That is why I continue to do this. It works.


Yes, when is the last time you pretended? Or were intentionally curious?


Is that something we have been taught to shy away from?


Why so shy? Creative genius come out!


When is the last time you Creatively wrote something of value to YOU and not in hope’s 
another would read to mark a validation that cannot be sustained?


Yes, not for the marks and the appraisement of an Authority that only can guide you as 
far as they have been guided, for many of Us, that was not far…


Who were our teacher’s guides?


What are and were their philosophies? Have they changed?


I care not what you thought, but what you think, as that will determine the 
manifestation that will show up tomorrow.


What is their story?


If we don’t know, then why don’t we ask?


What is that Creates such divide, is it Anger?




What is Anger and what Creates it?


Triangulation would concur that two things come together to Create anything, a third-
thing which many mystics have alluded to. 


The polarization of two things creates a tension, a song so to speak, which manifests 
as an experience, and thus creates the potential for something else to be Created. 
Creation requires two things, because when there are not, it has no basis or foundation 
for which to land upon.


There is no thing, if there is not a thing to relate to. That is why Separation, and its 
foundation becomes meaningful, because it is a movement somewhere, that could not 
be without where we are Now. Make sense? :)


It’s like me wanting to start a business. And All I had was the idea. And I waited and 
waited and waited for things to show up, without putting in the action, not much would 
come of it, although I know there are some who would contrarily argue this notion, so 
be it.


To start a business, yes, it takes an idea, but it also may require a foundation of a 
location, a legal name, staff, policies and procedures, All of that stuff can be combined 
into Operations so that we can objectively collect it into one thing. 


Now in Reality, we have this idea, but we also have the Tools to do what we need to 
do, we have the motivation and compulsion to put forth what we deem necesssary, 
and the key is that we are now motivated by a different force than that which put the 
solution into another’s hands. Or taught us how to derive our own solutions within a 
limited framework. Same thing.


In order to put to action, a compelling and Truthful offering of service, we must move 
yes, but we must also assess the intention of why a project or business wants to be 
started in the first place, and what tools are at our disposal, what we deem is 
impossible etc.


And this can work in any number of ways, but some recent findings I have been 
investigating allude to everything in this broken system being setup as a Corporation to 
solely make money to control Humans, so my business analogy is not far off, in fact its 
bang on!


It seems very very contrary to see everything as a Corporation, especially when 
something in You needs the care and attention someone who is emotionally 
traumatized requires.




It creates the reaction of Anger, is what it does, if you have not completely numbed out 
the sensation, it is there, and even if you have, it is there, and can be honed with your 
commitment and fortitude and appropriate guidance.


Yes, the emotionally traumatized, ditching their anger out on one another, in this 
projected state of chaos, when in Reality, it is duality playing out. It makes sense that it 
would be a thing, as unsettling as it can seem.


Poles clashing based on belief systems, unable to see another’s point of view, Anger 
can be sourced back far, to the beginning of Creation.


There is Anger yes, but we must also look at what else perpetuates its existence, 
especially if we are Reactive and not in control of our response.


When I say Reactive, I mean, something in You is compelling you to be Angry, and you 
don’t know what it is, because you have not yet noticed its story and lessons. It is 
leaking energy at All times, and especially when that which triggers you comes to visit.


If we look at agitation around family issues, or personal relationships, these reactions 
of Anger may actually be stemming back to something far bigger that could be 
applying anger to a lot of ‘seemingly random and Separate’ instances, but in Reality it 
is actually One Anger, expressed in a multitude of different paintings.


And that is what I am here to remind us All, that in the Entirety, when our Relationship 
recognizes the All in All things, our Emotions become commands. Our manifestations 
become commands. To show us what we are Whole of, or Separate from (void of).


And when we come back to the middle and the balanced place of centeredness, this 
Wholeness I speak, what many traditions have considered very healthy and Powerful 
and Natural ways of Life, we can begin to take back Emotional command of the 
situation.


And I say this, not knowing what is next, but I have come through a ringer, on Purpose, 
to expose something that could really help benefit people, Humanity, and the World at 
large really because so much shares this Home.


And it is nothing that it doesn’t have to be. It is a conversation, but it is a conversation 
to work through, to look through the lens, to ask questions. I ask good and hard 
questions, but they are effective, and I will always ask before I wind one up if it is uber 
sensitive, but it is important for me to first look at this before breaching the subject with 
you.


It is so important for me to survey the situation, before I make it your problem. When I 
do, I realize that you came here to help me understand that it is not a problem, but a 
solution. The Alchemist does not throw anything away, said my teacher Dawn Dancing 
Otter. 




 
That is what Separation and randomness have done, very very easy to make it 
someone else’s problem, when in Reality, when Power is returned to an individual, 
through a reconditioning and reconciling process wherein the mind is freed from false-
limitations, incorrect assumptions, and conflicting and destructive Ancestral 
behavioural patterns (as our problems today are in Reality.) 


What we see, when we give our Self permission to look through the looking glass, is a 
motivation forward. A movement forward or whatever direction seems most 
appropriate. 


Something to inspire into. Something to inspire Us. And when I say this, I know that I 
have teachers that have come before that have moved through these great pressures. 
The Great Anger, the Great Frustration, and continue to survey it, and why? 


Why is it that when everyone has been taught that Peace and Love are the solutions, 
we get the Opposite seeming to happen?


Why instead do we get glimpses of sudden distrust, envy, anger, and jealousy? The 
things that many have convinced themselves through the help of another, that they 
DON’T want.


Why is it so hard to wade through?


Could it be perhaps the secret I alluded to earlier.  That these tough times, the times 
wherein we feel we are drowning, or being washed away with fear, or agitated to no 
ends by those we Love or those we Hate, are the times that can lead to great Wisdom 
returning? Can the edges that seem so uncomfortable and promising of destruction, 
actually be the Creative force of Power returning, and Love returning.


Love for what?


Because that is a Good Question is it not?


Have we asked it enough?


When we see the heart-shaped valentine’s day boxes do we ask for whose Love are 
we purchasing?


When we saw the care bears showcasing their glimmer to the world of a Light exuding 
out of the chest area, did we ask what Love they stood for? 


Or did we believe?


Does this sense of gullability, or easily convinced aquiesnsece Create anger? The Big 
Regret?




Does this feed Hatred?


Hatred is Anger that is reversed onto Another. 


Yes, a Separate influence, random in its connection. Nope, nothing to do with Me, it’s 
ALL about them.


Wrong.


Yes, big statement, and its True. For if it were not ALL about them, it would be about 
All, and that is too squirmy for those who have denied it and continue to deny it as their 
sole plot.


That is what I am here to Remind you of. That All exists in everything, and Separation is 
a pathway to Wholeness. One continuum, not Separate in any part, all required. Collect 
all pieces Creator says to me.


To help you understand this connection we have to All, think databases.


Databases are connected by unique identifiers, i.e. if your phone number exists in two 
or more different tables, ANY information can be pulled back and forth or copied into 
new databases to run Separate analysis and applications from. 


Wow. So much can be connected with just a phone number, so do indeed be careful 
where we give our phone numbers out to, it helps build an assumptive story of Who 
and What You Are = limitation.


This could see paranoid, schizophrenic, call it what You will, or it could be my 
willingness to move into Reality, to move past its agitations, and talk about it 
convincingly enough that even I am convinced :)


It is a big feat, self-validation, especially when we have been taught to seek it every 
place but within.


Yes, if Anger was present this time around, in its helpless identity, looking for every 
which way to influence the decision, in avoidance of actually looking at it, what would 
this be? Other than a rant about Anger in victimization of its presence?


The very fact I can speak of its presence, means I have individuated from its control.


Yes, congratulations, but not so fast, i’m not done anything, but I can speak of it, and 
that is important enough. That is Ready enough, because it can be no different.


I can do something about something now, and that is important enough.




Everyone is asking the question simultaneously, what can I do right now at this 
moment?


And I’m here to say, okay, for one, this moment, this right now, observe this.


This is the Creation.


This is it.


This is what it has built up to! Congratulations, 1) you’re still alive; 2) you’re still 
equipped with choice. Good work!

 
This moment is as EPIC as any other thing that you’ve ever done, because it is the only 
thing that actually exists.


It’s emotional variety right now, is as Epic of a Creation story as any other thing, no 
thing is more important than another, and if it is, then you are not within this framework 
I speak.


This framework finds satisfaction even in that which would normally be blamed on 
something else ‘not working’. When you view through the lens of it working, working 
exactly as it should, it works, because it always have. You have just given your Self 
permission to see that it does!


I do not shun or deny you, wish for you to be destroyed if you do not believe what I 
say. I did once, it didn’t work, I learned it was Fear and Anger holding me back, I took 
back this Power and applied it in New Directions, in fact, I might have gone in Opposite 
directions as that which used to control my every move.


So what is it that I Love?


What do i Love for?


I Love for a notion, that we can Trust one another again.

I Love for a notion, that we can walk fearlessly into our Destiny and be of Service to a 
greater collective, because first and foremost, we have taken care of ourselves. 

I Love for a notion that community can be close, regardless of differing awareness 
levels (the only way a Human can differentiate from another.)

I Love for a notion, that those I Love will also know how to Love themselves and care 
for themselves, and thus I do not worry about saving anything in this framework.

I Love for a notion, that increasingly so, I will connect with Nature and learn to take 
care of it, my Home.

I Love for a notion, that my Home, this concept that I may associate with a physical 
location, can be anywhere and everywhere.

I Love for a notion, that magic has the Power to install within my being and emanate in 
All directions showing me this great magnificence!




I Love for a notion, of Truthfully, and tactfully illuminating discrepancies, not to make 
someone bad, or wrong, or to imprison or punish, but to offer support when the 
questions are asked.

I cannot do this with Anger as my identity. 


I cannot budge in healthy directions with the Angry guy at the helm, the one who looks 
to Create an Angry world and thus applies the Angry brush to its paintings of 
Experience.


I must Must MUST, look at it though.

I must ask the questions.

It may take months, years, decades, an entire Life, or more to get to the bottom of, but 
our investigation is always leading us one step closer to the surveillance, and the 
purveyance, and the investigation and Clarity of this notion we All have tried to define 
as Truth.


This investigation is the Curious one I allude to. The one who can pretend! Pretend to 
be a warrior in the forest the Ancestors of the Land suggest. Wow, what a practice!


If not then, then when? When something that has not given you permission decides to?


Truth can only be discovered through the lens of Self, or else it is another’s and thus it 
does not belong to You, and thus you cannot belong to another with it, including 
community, including sad-but-true family as well. 


Belonging occurs when the knowledge, from the sources we have at our disposal, 
including that which we feel we don’t have, is collected intuitively into a framework and 
rationale that supports Regeneration.


I know in my Life, I partake in may non-Regenerative activities, so how could I speak 
about this? Tell us about All of your activities.


Sure you got a few years?


This is about the bridge, as I’ve said. If we can’t talk about it until we’re there, we won’t 
be there, because well…  it takes our pondering!


It takes our imagination!


It takes our willingness to ask the tough questions to the aspects of Self that are 
untended, uncured, and unadulterated in enslavement camps, all compartments of the 
mind…


Which inform our perspectives.


Which everything Is. Merely a perspective. Grandly a perspective. 




Emotions help convey in Human form our perspectives. They are Emotional beacons of 
Light, like questions that help attract and repulse our Experience so that, well, It Is.


When we make these decisions, to ask questions, to delve in, to be uncomfortable for 
a while, be humble and vulnerable in our deficiencies, we have the Power to make a 
choice.


Choice had been granted. Regardless of what I was feeling, it was becoming.


Like, do we think the process of turning from a caterpillar into a Butterfly would be 
comfortable? Perhaps to something that knows where it is going, but that is not the 
case for many Humans, so we must be reassured.


Here it is. Another dose of reassurance. The pain and strife can be a bridge to Glory.


Like the process of healing from a deep internal wound or surgery wouldn’t lead to 
some painful adjustment periods, we cannot expect that Emotionally we won’t feel like 
Hell if we wish to reinvent Heaven inside, religion aside. 

 
Inner peace and Knowing exists in a Heavenly state within, but when it is only sought 
after outside, in vacations, cars, homes and excesses of things, we miss out, what it is, 
right here and Now. THIS!!!!


This is where Change is. In Reality.


It is interesting that many expect transforming an inner wound to be peaceful and 
relaxing, a spa type therapy so to speak, which is totally essential in my opinion, but 
not as an isolated remedy. 


Therefore, tension, or the transformation and harmonization of the tensions of our 
experience could seem very agitating.


It is. Tension. Reality. It needs to be. To move it. This.


This Life.


Is meant to be Agitating, and once we understand that Agitation, firstly can be no 
different, as everything is based off of the tension wherein two things come together to 
Create a New Story, we can begin to Create that New Story with a New Destination in 
mind, and realize that there are Others out there who share this vision as well! Brilliant!


This is possible!


Unfortunately, another possibility exists wherein we realize it as another’s fault, and we 
perpetuate the falsely-lead-story, we lock into identity, we project onto more and more 



of our situations, until it finally collapses and in my Hope, because that too is a part of 
this, we can come through this as a notion of discomfort in the direction of 
Transformation!


Transforming in which direction?


The direction of Totality, the existence of Creator reflecting within! God within, the 
emanation of the Power, and the merging of the dualism that has had Humans fighting 
for far too long.


The New Story, this embodiment of Creator in Human form, is unique in its briliance. 
No cool-aid here, to each their Own! 


We are headed in the direction of Beauty emerging, in this perspective I see and feel to 
be True! Flight advancing and taking shape. Emotion colouring this great perspective 
and thus experience that is unfolding. Connected perfectly and inseparably, not in 
randomness. It’s Opposite.


I have been to random, but I have not let go of my notion that there is a Creator, a God, 
a Founder of this design, as mad as it seems, as regretful as it can be.


This pondering, this curiosity, this pretend make-believe is Magical in all of its 
proportions. 


It is EPIC beyond All imaginations, and if I can ponder it, it is because it is Possible.


Perhaps not in the assumed form I thought it would be, but something even better! 
Because we all Love surprises, we just have been taught to only look for the good 
ones.


This sense of Wholeness, EPIC in Nature, this imagination and becoming emerging 
progressively in the experiences I have, the Tools I use, starts to take a turn for the 
better, and better, and we ask how can it get even better? 


And when we know that we have utmost command of this Great day, we give rejoice to 
it, we are thankful for it, not because of another’s suggestion, maybe once, but in the 
True aspect, because it is where we feel Best.


This is our Right. To stamp approval on this Day as enough, and Epic, and Grand! In its 
totality, with no part being denied.


The Creator often reminded me that “It Is Best, because It Is.” 


As grim as it seems, there is Opportunity in EVERY SINGLE MOMENT, each like its 
own day. Each day like its own Moment of Life in its entirety of something bigger, and 
something bigger, and something bigger. Not an identity built on false-foundations that 



can crumble with an external threat of pandemic response. Nope. It’s bullet-proof and 
keeps getting stronger and thus increasingly Protected.


When diminishing Others is the focus, we diminish Self, and inflate position in the 
quest to be Right. To be the one who essentially does not have to change. 
HAHAHAHA.


I laugh in Empathy and perhaps a hint of Grief. That One essentially feels that they do 
not have to change, and it is another who has to come around.


I am here to remind you, that perhaps this may never go away? Who knows? Why do 
we hold onto the notion that another would not try to influence Us, is this not how we 
have been taught to survive?


To change another is to align another with your notions of what you deem to be 
adequate and appropriate? This is control. This is racist tendency to deem another’s 
opinions as less-than, and then in survival mode seek to suppress the agitation of the 
Other’s opinion from ever seeing the Light of Day. Kept in the shadows so-to-speak.


How do we know adequacy until we’ve evaluated All opinions and decided why it is 
that someone believes something to be True? And thus simmering out the consensus 
instead of pretending that there is one?


The silenced can feel increasingly agitated in moments that are unlikely, taking them to 
extremes, and often as we are seeing depicted in the Media movie, something that 
leads to violence.


Wow, it has gone far, this identity!


But, what can I do?

 
What can I do before they make this a thing, or that a thing, or this Law or that Law???

 
Pandemonium. The state of utter chaos inside.  Connected to Animals and Time, and 
the Opposing emotion of Happiness as the Wheel of Perspective alludes.


Anger has its role within this framework as well, as Emotions are like Colours, and our 
Life is very Colourful!


At least it can be. 


For many years I drew in dark colours. I remember this vividly. 


Dark orange, dark red, really dark markers as you may remember used to come in 
those packs of 6 or 8 or 12.




I later realized this was based on my Perspective, and that I could free up my 
relationship to Colour and lighten the load so-to-speak. 

I started doing Art out of nowhere, and having recently looked at drawings I used to do, 
I can see a new confidence emerging that is only as explainable as I’ve alluded to 
above, because of my relationship to Creator, or All of It.


I write to come to conclusions that open doors to new investigations, that is where I 
feel very Alive.


Investigation, and looking into something. Pretending I know, until I know I know. 


Relentless and continuous inquiry and the necessary resilience to find the answer in 
the grimmest of situations as well as those of Glory.


We’ve talked Grim, what is Glory?


That is important to you I assume.


What is promised here?


What can I promise my Self? How can I reassure my Self that All will be okay?


What guides us anywhere is what we allow to be the decision.


When the decision is unifying with the entirety of Existence, that is a particular choice 
too, what I believe most Religious minded are trying to believe.


When the decision is Separating within the randomness and meaningless, that is a 
particular choice too, what I believe most Religious minded tried to steer clear of.


Trying to believe is a paradox, because it implies that a choice has already been made 
not to believe, so there is no trying that one can do, it is simply another decision that 
must be made. That takes no effort to do, but the effort comes in putting that into 
action on this Home, within these tense relationships, that is where Glory is!


Through this, I relentlessly remind people, and through the work with the Wheel of 
Perspective, it is coming True, it is working, it is the bridge to your Becoming, if you 
want it to be.


This New Direction implies the New Story, which any story can claim because in Reality 
two things cannot be the same. Another mind-twister to convey the depths of this 
grand paradox we live in.




The New Story does not imply it is good. Brand it what you will, does it stand the Test 
of discernment? Does the Power that you have embodied resonate with this or does it 
resist and deny? Why? 


The New Story implies that there is one story forward, and one story only, and this shit 
is agitating to contemplate even for the most Hope-inspired.


But is that too a contradiction? Can Hope be Inspired? They live on the Opposite sides 
of the Wheel of Perspective and thus to me, cannot be unless they Are, merged, and 
recognized as part of the All. Simply. This applies to anything in Life, such complexity 
can be simplified if you give your Self permission to step back and clear the mind to 
allow the heart a voice at the table. 


Yes, that is the decision awaiting. Whatever your decision is the bridge called forward. 
It is Perfect, because It Is. We have implicated the outcome, we have believed True that 
there is a door through which Truth allows for us to be, and thus I can peer through and 
be through, assuming its Creation, as EVERYTHING is.


Yes, even in the favourable outcomes, can we ground the Epicness of something more 
than just a divisive or Separate outcome that implies we are Right?


Is it possible there is an addiction to being Right?


And when we feel we are, and we cannot speak out, or doing anything about it, we 
become increasing agitated like rats in a cage.


Addictions are up, NO WONDER! Are you kidding me?


There is Pandemonium presenting itself in All of its shades and an engine that has 
attached it Self, looks to Create fear.


Why? 


Because One has allowed it to be scary. One has allowed themselves to be Angry. One 
has allowed itself to be the Right one, and in that, it denies the Righteousness, the 
Essentiality or ANY OTHER THING. 


One has allowed themselves the position to remain Hopeful, stuck in its un-inspiring 
do-good talk with no walk.


In this, is Separation. It is not where I choose, for even in the slush of the sloshiest 
mess, I have uncovered, through Great resilience mind You, that there is something 
being born, something magnificent!


Something continuously gives my collective wings ability to Fly, even when I thought I 
would fly no more.




This hopelessness can be a victim, further sinking its teeth into the quest of making it 
someone else’s fault. Perhaps it needs to be until it does not need to be.


Heck, I’ve written about it while I still identified with Others separately, that’s the point!


If we feel we need a certification requirement to talk about this, good Luck, you’ll be 
waiting a long time before a regulatory body supports your strategies to find another 
way. Let’s be honest. 


That can be Angering, knowing that there is Resistance.


Resistance is Inevitable.


Resistance is Nature.


It is the Tension with which it Creates.


What is It?


This?

 
The Design. The Bridge. The Start. The End. All of It. Connected. Time collapses in this 
framework, at least from a physically limited standpoint, the greatest addiction that 
more and more choose to glimpse.


It is the Unifying force, the Bridge that I’m most interested in.


The Bridge requires Clarity however to understand in which direction to move?


What are we focused on, and what have we deemed possible?


If destruction is the only possibility, perhaps it is in our Right to evaluate whether this is 
a perspective (which is a possibility by the way) that is serving where we want to go 
collectively and individually, as those too are not Separate in this Design.


If you do not know where you want to go, perhaps it’s time to unlock your Heart’s 
connection to this Reality and understand what Home truly means.


Ask it a question and listen. 


If you cannot hear anything, pretend you can. Pretend  you have become identified 
with the Heart and call forth its words, in voice, in print, whatever! 


So, in my opinion, where are we headed? Home.




It’s the clearest and most concise definition I’ve obtained. Home is Wholeness. It is 
inevitable, and thus its anchor allows for this glorious bridge to emerge you see.


We do not see this in our experience until we contemplate it, or merely notice the 
synchronicities that are presenting themselves. 


Every place can be a Home, when we see a Home in every place.


And if it is only one place, it cannot be another, until, we decide that it can be.


Yes, a simple permission, just like the one that silently tells you it will do heinous acts of 
crime against you and your community, is it True? Merely a choice to be made by those 
willing to survey they have had choice taken.


Just as the colonial mechanisms take, take, take, when is it time to listen what is 
needed to give back?


Whose agenda does it serve? This applies to anything.


If it is another’s agenda, that does not serve your own, then perhaps something to 
contemplate.


If you do not know, then ask the question, does it feel healthy and refreshing?


If not, then ask the question, why am I still doing it, what am I defending?


If the answer is Clear, work with that, understand that, continue to ask questions.


If you are unclear as to what you are here to do, or why you’re still doing this unhealthy 
activity then ask the question, what does it feel like not to do this activity or behaviour, 
or anything for that matter?


Something knows…

 
It can be conjured simply through question asking, this state of being and 
Remembering I speak of.


Yes, the quest of an ion, in these quest-ions. Attracting and repulsing this experience to 
show you What Is. Reality. Exactly. Not to be denied, only once, by yes, Denial, it too 
an Entity in Separation on its own, a hub looking for you to Create with it and validate 
even its existence. 


All the while looking in its own ill-equipped ways of survival to have you identify with it. 
Dark roads it can take Us until we realize we are being lead astray, we’ve discerned the 
agenda being served and realized it no longer aligns.




In the connection to All, this Home, this Wholeness, there is balance. There is a 
process, a bridging that emerges that cannot be denied, because the story begins to 
make sense. This is as far as I can go. Because this is the Secret. All things originated 
from the same source, and that is where we go to and from over and over and over and 
over, and into FOREVERNESS we Create and Destroy, with what and for what is the 
question. 


In that is a sense of relief, but in that can also be a sense of Anger, that this agitation 
would ever persist, how can I change this?


Change what I ask?


This? 

 
Can’t be. So accept it, and you’ll realize order start to emerge. Clarity start to gift it 
Self, birthing through You and your experience, they are not Separate my friends.


As I mentioned earlier, if it can be no different, it will thus never be the same, this 
sentence implies that this Anger, this Denial can too move, can be used in Command 
rather than used against Us in control.


What Creates the Anger?


Is something Angry at Anger? Yes. And something hopeful that it comes to fruition, this 
dream that it knows. Survival.


This snake eating its tail is what Separation implies that we do. Identifying as an 
Emotional state, and thus allowing the collective entity of its energy in Separation to 
react on our behalf.


We have given the keys over in permission. This contemplation takes keys back!


I watched a video recently by a man that had obviously regained a lot of his Creative 
potential and Gifts to service Humanity with, and he said something very important that 
is resonating at this time:


“Once you move through the Anger, that’s where a lot of the Fear is, the Anger about 
the System, then stuff starts to really happen and move.”


How can we move through, more in a New Storied Direction without first addressing 
that which Creates Reality? And if in Anger we identify, it must move for this 
Experience to move.


Our Emotional Responses are only symptoms, perpetuated by the ignorance of Denial 
itself, connected to a plethora of meaning and rich lessons for Us All to survey in our 
own time and thus perspective. 




Yes, it is Clear, because I have gone in, repetitively. Into the area that was never taught 
to me as a child, teen, or young adult. Something that needed to present it Self to me, 
and no matter how hard I tried to share it, push it, sell it, it spoke in exact 
communication based on what was showing up, how this works in the Readiness I 
speak.


Yes.


So you may ask, prove it, what have you done?


If you look for physical representations in isolation I cannot give them to you that would 
appease that aspect which asks this very question.


The one that wants to both know a way out of their own suffering, and looks to 
undermine another for fear their belief or behaviour may challenge their existence, a.k.a 
comfort levels, a.k.a false-survival, a.k.a. fear of death.


Yes a grand illusion that cannot be shouted at another, for if one was looking to shout 
at another there would be Anger being conveyed, and thus destructive Separate forces 
at play.


Ultimately we need to defend, that is survival. So in our defence, irrational at best, in 
these reactionary modes, we defend something that may not even necessarily be True. 
But we believe it to be. So anything contrary, we avoid, deflect, counter-act, dissolve 
and wear out the notion that it will ever be a different story. Change is impossible. 
Woah is me. My Life is over… Yes, how fragile our framework has become! But in that 
fragility is strength, let me remind you for the 10,000th time.


The impossibility of change is a grand paradox I will get into another time, as it serves 
a very important question when we look at Climate change. Why is it changing? What 
or who was responsible, and why were they given responsibility? What permission was 
given over to another to have something like this happen?


It is happening, it is working, this great design. Why? Because Anger is coming to the 
surface, the anger towards the entirety that denies my existence, and past that is 
Magic. Strength. Conviction. Fearlessness that will not be stopped.


So that we can be of service to our communities, in ALL Emotional arenas, because if 
Anger is an identity, it has most certainly come into a dance with All of your life 
experiences, you cannot leave it at the door or at home so-to-speak.


As much as we have shoved Anger into the basement of lockdown, holding the grief 
for our children’s future at ransom to the highest bidder that can help save the day, can 
we realize that we are this Day?




There is no Separation?


Even Day from Night, they require each other!


We need each other not from a desperate plea that I need you to take care of my 
health because I’ve forgotten, but because it’s really really important to me, and I 
choose to do that with You.

 
That is important. 


Who is You, who is I? What are we made of? What are we here to do with that?


We are all fractions of a Greater Story, it can be no Other way. But when this 
connection is realized, even in its insignificance at first, it becomes significant, and in 
my humble yet often boisterous opinion, meaning emerges.


Meaning does not mean a free-ride, as the free-ride, bullet-proof silver bullet is not 
coming.


Shit. 


Why?


It’s already here.


The Silver Bullet.


This is It.


This is where Clarity emerges.

 
This is where the New Story can start from, and if not from this place, of pure 
connection to the Entirety of this Connection, as large as you’ve wished to define it 
thus far, what else is there? Where else are we heading? Who else is steering the ship?


If we can ask these questions, we can seriously embody and empower ourselves to 
know what to do.


To stop relying on another’s motivation to make a difference, and to be involved in the 
Solution rather than complaining about its insufficiencies. 


Until you are, you are not, and as you are not, you will wait until you are, but you are 
not, so you will wait, into perpetuity, for a saviour.


Stop waiting, You are the saviour, from the perpetuation of a self-loathing victimization. 
From the perpetuation of a Separate reality.




Of a Separation from our stewardship of the Planet we live on, that which we must also 
learn to define as Home, not Separate from the Heart I allude to. One thing.

The Love and Care that embodies one on this path, is a clear representation of what is 
Possible, once we Clearly understand its True definition. This is not something to be 
taught or lectured about, but to be experienced, this embodiment of Love I speak of.

 
When we collect that, we work together to rebuild, re-sustain, and regenerate our 
Home, moment by moment. 


So that step-by-step we can tackle the issues at hand from a more solid base, and that 
requires a vastly larger populace to both provide input, listen and scrutinize the 
Authority’s decisions and perceived powers.


This system cannot be developed under the guise of Anger, in its self-promotion and 
self-loathing. It just can’t see past the destruction needing to be the thing.


But is that something that chooses not to fight? The fear of Anger itself, for if its 
fierceness got ahold of the reigns it would take me out of control? Or is that only a 
recipe of its suppression? An illusion of its defence? Of its forced lock-down that 
wishes to do it only their way or no way, my highway, or get off the road way.


That is what this has come to.


So in order to move past that, it must be important enough to do that.


Anything is only as important as we choose, another obvious connection point to the 
connection we have to the Creator of this design. All in different phases of the journey, 
All required to make any sense, or else we are swept into the Authority of Education 
telling us of the randomness of each piece.


Of course they would have to, because it is born of the same cloth, and thus to do 
otherwise would completely unjustly its existence and thus the entirety of this Design. 


And it exists, therefore it is required at this Point in Time, and until it is not, it will be.In 
All variations of this sacred relationship we have with Education and Learning, 
Authority, Technology, Science, Health, can continue to pretend they are Separate, or 
can wake-up to see the connection that is formulating and has always been and take 
back the reigns of decision making.


And this is in this moment, this decision, it ripples far out into All of this story and future 
stories to come. Steer in another direction! Psychically yes, first, with a mental notion, 
with an emotional nudge, with an emotional embodiment, with Life showing up to 
agitate perfectly based on the tensions anchored. To give me, this perspective of 
Creator, the greatest vantage point possible, to survey this brilliance as it was unfolding 
and as it will always unfold.




 
That is my wish for Humanity. To see the Power of their own Beauty emerging, to feel 
Love for Self that is unconditional, as they individually define it, and in that, we may 
Love others the same and care for Others the same.


In this we can Love and Care for the Universe, multi-Verse, Creator, God as we realize 
it is not our Enemy, but the Will to make a difference.


I will continue to remind Us how this, despite the odds, is aspiring for Us, not against 
Us.


Always as I alluded to, a Choice of this Design.


Be Well Friends

Jonathan Robert Martin 


If you wish to contribute to support This financially, please do so at 
channelsofflow.com/donate. If you wish to receive something additional with your 
donation that is fine, check out my artwork at channelsofflow.com/memory-stones or 
book a life changing session with me at channelsofflow.com/transformational-inquiry.


JONATHAN ROBERT MARTIN is an Intuitive & Holistic Life Guide for Mental, Emotional, 
Spiritual and Physical Wellbeing. Jonathan guides his clients towards Empowering themselves 
to feel Safer, More Nourished, More Validated, and More Disciplined in their pursuits. Jonathan 
uses intuitive questioning, spiritual guidance, transformative practices past down from lineages 
that are more than 50,000 years old although some would say they've always been there. I use 
conflict mediation, dream therapy, reality observations to unfold conflict and empower people 
to shift course and reaccess the inner wisdom connected to their Destiny.  I am a herbalist in 
training, vocalist, song writer, sound healer, poet and writer, speaker, and group facilitator. I am 
a husband, father, but amongst All things, i am a representative of Creator on the Path of 
Wholeness. And that is Enough.


DISCLAIMER

Jonathan Robert Martin is not considered by Health Regulatory bodies as a medical 
professional, counsellor, or therapist, and none of his advice should ever be taken in the place 
of professional advice on any physical or mental health matters, relationships, or careers. The 
information provided is purely for educational purposes. Individuals must use their own 
discretion, judgment and common sense at all times and should not break any local, national 
or international laws. Under no circumstances will Jon be held liable or responsible for any 
direct, indirect, incidental, punitive, special or consequential damages arising out of the use of, 
or inability to use, the information and practices he shares. If you have a medical condition or 
health concern, always consult your doctor.
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